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INTRODUCTION

Sasang Constitutional drugs (SCM), conjointly cited as ‘integrative 
medicine’, and constitutes a singular contribution to the growing 
field of complementary and alternative drugs. Like all alternative 
ancient cultures—including those from Asian nation, (Ayurveda) 
China (TCM), Japan (Kampo), Korean Peninsula (TKM) and also 
the Mediterranean (TAIM)—there is Associate in Nursing rising 
fascination with, and so use of, these approaches as adjuncts to 
Western drugs and infrequently as alternatives. This special 
supplement to eCAM represents a milestone, in this it's the primary 
publication during this space of different medical practices to be 
revealed. The papers were 1st written and subjected to internal 
review by scientists at the Korean Peninsula Institute of Oriental 
drugs in Daejeon, Korean Peninsula (KIOM). The absolute best 
papers were then chosen and submitted by the standard route to 
eCAM. They were then subjected to more intense international 
review and underwent revisions based mostly upon the referees’ 
comments. What’s bestowed here consists of the absolute best 
papers that survived the inner KIOM review method still because 
the scrutiny of the anonymous referees and members of the editorial 
board of eCAM. To keep with the tradition of eCAM, for every 
publication there was a powerful effort to gift info in clear English, 
usually requiring the certification of an authorized knowledgeable 
accustomed to clear and scientific English, followed by the need to 
impose bound stylistic suggestions to boost the looks and general 
readability of papers. All told instances, authors were urged to 
contemplate supplementing the text with acceptable hypothetic 
drawings that best justify new bestowed results and propose future 
approaches to validate bound claims. This not solely helps authors, 
however it conjointly provides clarity for readers and helpful info 
vital in teaching and for presentation at varied conferences. The 

complete supplement is organized and bestowed as Reviews and 
Original Articles of 2 types: Basic Science and Clinical Analyses, 
the standard type of eCAM. The introductory paper contributed 
by faculty member. Denis Noble sets the stage for the complete 
supplement. In his words, attitudes towards oriental drugs square 
measure dynamical for 2 major reasons. First several patients, even 
within the west, square measure selecting to use its practitioners 
and ways. Second, the increase of oriental and Western traditions; 
abundant work is needed to facilitate dialogue and synthesis. There 
ought to be time dedicated to informative meanings of terms and 
also the framework of theory and apply at intervals that oriental 
ways operate. Furthermore it's necessary for Systems Biology simply 
rising itself to mature as a discipline, significantly at the upper 
levels of biological organization since it's at these levels that oriental 
medicine derives its concepts and apply. Higher level Systems 
Biology might then be a basis for deciphering the Korean version 
of oriental medicine: Sasang constitutional medicine since it seeks 
patient specific analysis and treatment, and also the mathematical 
ways of systems biology might be accustomed analyze the central 
thought of balance in Sasang.’ though Noble mentions Systems 
Biology and early citations of physiologist, i might wish to mention 
one in all the primary recent Western citations involving the term 
and its utility to biomedicine. The new systems approaches to un 
wellness square measure grounded within the concept that disease-
perturbed super molecule and factor regulative networks disagree 
from their traditional counterparts; we've got been following the 
chance that these variations could also be mirrored by multipara 
meter measurements of the blood. Such ideas square measure 
reworking the present diagnostic and therapeutic approaches to 
drugs and, besides new technologies, can modify a prognostic and 
preventive drugs medicine practice of medicine which will cause 
customized medicine.


